1. Welcome
Welcome to the launch of the formal six week consultation period on
Assington’s Draft Neighbourhood Plan, our fifth consultation event.
The Assington Neighbourhood Plan was born as a result of a public meeting of residents in 2018 where it was clearly identified
that villagers wanted to have their say in the future development of Assington.
Once complete, our Neighbourhood Plan will be a serious consideration by the local authority when making decisions about
possible development in Assington and it may indeed be instrumental in securing desirable development in Assington or possibly
preventing what is deemed as ‘undesirable’ development for the village.
Neighbourhood Plan Team
We have a team of volunteers from all over the village. Please speak to any of our team today who will be pleased to hear your
opinions or to explain the plan further:
Helen Wallace (Chair), Ian Jordan (Vice-Chair), Nigel Finch, Catherine Harrison, Andrew Hill (Treasurer), Stephen Lustig
(Secretary), Nick Miller.
Plan will apply to all future planning applications
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Starts today!

Today we present the draft Assington Neighbourhood Plan. The
culmination of over 1000 hours of work, it is 58 pages long, and you will
find a number of copies are available to read in the hall today along
with supporting documents.
To formally record your opinion, please fill in a feedback form online at:
http://assington.onesuffolk.net/assington-neighbourhood-plan/

or ask for a paper form to complete and return.

2. How Have We Made the Plan?
Consult, consult and consult again!
Consultation
It is most important to us that the plan aims to incorporate the views of as many residents as possible.
We have had hundreds of written comments and submissions from residents during our four
consultation events so far, many of which resulted in changes to policies and improvements to the plan.
A separate evidence document showing these comments is available online and in the hall today.
The residents questionnaire gave us fantastic statistical information about what people want to see
happen in the village, and with a 52% response rate, this has guided us throughout the process. The
questionnaire results are also available for everyone to view on paper today and online.
Of course, there will have been some comments and opinions that we haven’t been able to
accommodate, either because they weren’t compatible with planning laws and the laws governing
neighbourhood plans, or simply because not enough people shared the opinion.
There were only a small number of such comments, however, and so we very much hope that we have a
draft plan that Assington residents can support for adoption in 2020!
We hope though,m t

Professional Advice

Research

Throughout the process we
have been supported by
Places 4 People Planning
Consultancy
who
have
produced plans for parishes
across Suffolk and beyond.
They have advised us on what
is and isn’t legally possible, as
well as what is likely to pass
independent examination.

The team has completed
extensive research during
the process to ensure that
the policies produced are
based on evidence. This
includes
census
data,
information from Babergh’s
joint local plan, and
research on biodiversity
and wildlife in the parish.

Independent Assessment
In 2019 we engaged
independent agency AECOM
to assess sites across the
parish
for
potential
development, as well as to
produce
a
character
assessment of the village.
These reports are available
online and in the room today.

Resulting from this work, today we are also presenting the following
supporting evidence documents:
 Residents Questionnaire Results
 Assington Special Landscape Area
Extension Report
 Local Green Space Assessment
 AECOM Assington Site Assessment

 Assington Biodiversity Report (Flora
and Fauna)
 AECOM Assington Character
Assessment
 Comments and Feedback from
consultation


3. The Draft Plan
How to read the Neighbourhood Plan
The contents of the plan are as follows:
Page:

The most important parts of the plan are the 24 planning policies. These will form
part of planning policy and future planning applications will be judged against
them. They are highlighted in blue boxes, like this:

Some areas of concerns cannot be dealt with by planning policies (e.g. speeding
traffic). Here we have set 5 ‘community actions’, which are designed to act as a
guide for the parish council and other bodies with regards to various policy
priorities. These are highlighted in yellow, for example:

Each of these policies and community actions is shown on the following display
boards.

4. Vision and Objectives
What do we want to achieve?
The plan’s vision has been created from all the feedback
we have had from residents:

To achieve this vision, we have five key objectives:

Housing
New development should respect the
character of the village and only be
brought forward where there is a
demonstrable need and where there is the
necessary infrastructure to properly
support it. Priority should be given to
smaller units and affordable housing.

Natural Environment

Transport and Travel
The future development of the village
will have regard to improving the safety
of pedestrians, horse riders and cyclists,
including through the use of measures
to reduce vehicle speeds and volume.

Infrastructure, Business and Services
Development should not place any
unacceptable burden on infrastructure
and services and should respect the
natural limitations of the rural location.
Wherever possible, existing services
should be maintained and improved, and
commercial community assets preserved.

Villagers should be able to enjoy
Assington’s natural environment and
every opportunity should be taken to
enhance this environment and access to it.

Built Environment and Design
Development should respect the rural
character of the existing village and avoid
unnecessary urbanisation.

5. Spatial Strategy
Principle of development
The first policy makes clear that any future development should be focussed
on sites within the settlement boundary (which the plan updates). This is
with the aim of avoiding development in open countryside.

The updated settlement boundary
is detailed by the red line on the
policies map, large versions of
which you will find around the hall
today:
The policy allows for
redevelopment of brownfield sites
outside of the settlement
boundary, if the benefits outweigh
the loss of the existing use.

6. Housing
How many new houses?
It was clear from the residents questionnaire that most people feel
Assington has enough housing already and this feeling is backed up by clear
evidence. Since 2018, 64 dwellings have been granted planning permission
by Babergh, well above the minimum target set in the Babergh Mid Suffolk
Joint Local Plan of 38.
Given the high number, the plan provides for the 64 dwellings with
permission (some of which have already been built and therefore are not
given specific policy numbers), plus three bungalows, for a total of 67
dwellings. The three bungalows should not be brought forward for
development before 2031.

7. Housing
Where will future housing go?

On sites already with planning permission:

and possibly on one site currently without…

8. Housing
How to get desirable housing for Assington
Villagers told us they
would like to see more
affordable housing in
the village. We cannot
guarantee this but we
have included a policy
which allows for
building outside of the
settlement boundary if
the housing is
affordable in perpetuity,
and is offered in the first
instance to people with
a connection to
Assington.
The questionnaire
results showed people
want smaller houses
and bungalows in the
village, and policy
ASSN10 promotes this.
Policy ASSN11 ensures
housing has
appropriate internal
space and has cycle
parking and space to
store bins.

9. Natural Environment
How to preserve Assington’s Setting
We have developed policies to protect Assington’s landscape, the first of which
designates an area of local landscape sensitivity, extending the previously
designated ‘special landscape area’:

The next policy aims to preserve the most important views in the parish, as
voted for by people through the residents questionnaire.

10. Natural Environment
How can we protect and improve?
The consultations showed that
residents want to control light
pollution and reduce the impact
of the village on local wildlife.
This policy aims to preserve and
improve dark skies.
The strongest protection we can give to the natural environment is to
designate land as ‘Local Green Spaces’. This gives similar protection to
green belt land but has strict criteria to be met to be allowed designation.
We believe the areas below meet the criteria, as shown in the separate
evidence document available to review today and online.

Policy ASSN 16 aims to
protect and improve local
biodiversity.

11. Built Environment and Design
What should development look like?

Assington has a high
number and quality of
listed buildings and Policy
ASSN 17 aims to ensure
any future development
doesn’t cause any harm
to these buildings or their
setting.

A large number of these listed buildings are in the north of the central village
and we propose designating this a ‘special character area’ and any development
in this area would be required to demonstrate how it enhances the setting.

12. Built Environment and Design
How should development be designed?
Views to be preserved
New development should sit
naturally alongside the existing
buildings in the village. Policy
ASSN 19 aims to achieve this by
using detailed design guidelines
produced by independent
consultants AECOM after visiting
the parish.

Policy ASSN 20
promotes
sustainable
construction…

… and Policy ASSN 21
aims to improve the
quality of Assington’s
stream

13. Infrastructure, Business and Services
The plan is about more than housing!
Clearly we want to support the highly valued shops, facilities, services and
recreational spaces in the village, and these policies aim to do just that.

14. Highways and Movement
How can we improve for all road users?
Measures to reduce vehicle speeds and ways to encourage cycling, walking and
horse riding were clear priorities for residents in our consultation events. These
outcomes cannot be achieved by planning policies but we have created the
following community actions with the aim of seeking improvements.

The achievement of these
aims will need funding as
well as the support of
Suffolk Highways and/or
Babergh. Their
achievement is clearly
outside the control of
residents or the Parish
Council. However, by
clearly stating these
actions in the
neighbourhood plan it
shows strong community
support which may help
deliver results.

15. Other Community Actions
What else do we want to achieve?

Unusally for Suffolk there is a lack of communal green space in Assington, and
throughout our consultations we have been asked if this situation could be
improved. Community action CA1 aims to pursue this possibility.

A neighbourhood plan can create a special
character area, as this one does in Policy
ASSN 18. It cannot, however, designate the
higher protection and status of a
conservation area, which is in the gift of
Babergh. Community action CA2 makes it
an aim to pursue this.

Many villagers lamented the lack
of well-connected circular walks
in the village. While we have
countryside footpaths, there are
some key connections between
these which could be made to
create both long and short
circular walks. Community action
CA5 gives the aim of pursuing
such possibilities with land
owners.

16. What’s Next?
We are in the home straight!
Today is the start of a six week period of consultation which ends on
Monday 30th March.
Please remember to give us your opinion; good, bad or indifferent!
You can fill in a feedback form online at:
http://assington.onesuffolk.net/assington-neighbourhood-plan/

or ask for a paper form today to complete and return.
Copies of the plan will be available to borrow from Ian Jordan (07767 035742)
or Catherine Harrison (07710 899750). They will also be available at the
Shoulder of Mutton, Assington Barn Café, and the village hall foyer, all during
normal opening times.
At the end of the consultation we will review all submitted comments, as well
as those from organisations such as Suffolk County Council and Natural
England before establishing if any amendments to the plan are required.
At the same time a “Consultation Statement” and a document known as the “Basic Conditions Statement” will be prepared. The Final Draft Plan – known as the
“Submission Plan” and these two documents will be put to the Parish Council for approval for submission to Babergh District Council.

The Parish Council will be asked for approval to submit the plan to Babergh
District Council, who will carry out a further six week consultation.

The plan is then submitted to an independent examiner who recommend
whether the plan, possibly with amendments, should proceed to a
referendum.
The Independent Examiner will review the Plan and consider any objections to it. The Examiner must consider: • whether having regard to national policies and advice
contained in guidance by the Secretary of State, it is appropriate to approve the neighbourhood plan; • the approval of the neighbourhood plan contributes to the
achievement of sustainable development; • the approval of the neighbourhood plan is in general conformity with the strategic policies contained in the Babergh Local
Plan; and,• the approval of the neighbourhood development plan does not breach, and is otherwise compatible with, EU obligations.

Referendum. This is the final stage organised by Babergh District Council in
the same way as a local election.
If there is a simple majority in support of the plan, it will be adopted!
Our aim is for this to happen in 2020.
Thank you for coming to our event today!

